26 July 2018
 Accreditation and Access Model for Non-Public WHOIS Data Call Chat Box History

Ozan Sahin: (7/26/2018 19:00) Welcome to the Accreditation and Access Model for Non-Public WHOIS Data Call on Thursday, 26 July 2018 at 16:30 UTC!
 Brian J Winterfeldt: (19:20) Thank you Ozan!!
 Lori Schulman: (19:34) Hi everyone. Thanks again for having this briefing.
 Lori Schulman: (19:35) I didn’t hear my name.
 Michael R. Graham: (19:35) Apologies, I just checked in.
 fred felman: (19:37) Good Morning!
 fred felman: (19:37) https://mm.icann.org/pipermail/accred-model/attachments/20180720/8d8c713f/DRAFT-WHOISAccreditationandAccessModelv1.7-0001.pdf
 fred felman: (19:37) that is the link to the accreditation and access model 1.6
 Marie Pattullo: (19:37) Think it was audio bridge only, Lori.
 fred felman: (19:37) 1.7
 fred felman: (19:37) https://mm.icann.org/pipermail/accred-model/attachments/20180720/8d8c713f/DRAFT-WHOISAccreditationandAccessModelv1.7-0001.pdf
 Brian J Winterfeldt: (19:37) Hi Lori - welcome!
 Rod Rasmussen: (19:37) Had some difficulties with Adobe letting me in - here now.
 Brian J Winterfeldt: (19:37) Welcome Rod!
 Kaydian Smith Newton: (19:43) Good Morning... the audio is going in and out.... kaydian Smith Newton
 Collin Kurre: (19:44) ^ I had that issue too when Brian was speaking
 fred felman: (19:44) Fab just referred to page 2
 Ashley Heineman: (19:44) The audio is much better if you dial in.
 Ozan Sahin: (19:44) Thanks for reporting the audio problem as I did not have it on my end. I will ask the operator to check it.
 Steve DelBianco: (19:45) the email discussion of this model is at https://mm.icann.org/pipermail/accred-model/
 fred felman: (19:45) page 25 is the security addition
 Ozan Sahin: (19:45) Document has been unsynced..
 Fabricio Vayra: (19:49) we can scroll, Bradley
 fred felman: (19:49) i think presenters can
 fred felman: (19:49) scroll
 Ozan Sahin: (19:50) Document has been unsynced so everyone can scroll now
 Steve DelBianco: (19:50) note to all participants -- please just raise your Adobe hand if you would like to ask a question at any time
 Steve DelBianco: (19:51) in the ICANN Org context, I think "Unified" means that all registrars and registries respond in the same way to accredited requests for non-public Whois
 Lori Schulman: (19:52) Agree with Steve about Unified.
 Kaydian Smith Newton: (19:52) @ steve ... thank you
 Steve DelBianco: (19:53) Bradley is speaking to slide 3 at this time
 Manal Ismail: (19:53) Can't see the doc in display .. Is it only me? is it somewhere online ?
fred felman: (19:53) it should be in the display window of adobe
Ozan Sahin: (19:54) Hi Manal, the document is being shared on Adobe Connect and has
been unsynced for participants to scroll themselves.
Manal Ismail: (19:54) Yes I know but it's not loading at my end .. Maybe I should refresh ..
Steve DelBianco: (19:54) Manal -- you can see the v1.7 document
at https://mm.icann.org/pipermail/accred-model/attachments/20180720/8d8c713f/DRAFT-WHOISAccreditationandAccessModelv1.7-0001.pdf
Ozan Sahin: (19:54) Or you may try re-entering the AC room which generally helps
Manal Ismail: (19:55) Thanks a million Steve and everyone .. I'll use the url for now :) ..
Steve DelBianco: (19:57) Fees are on opage 5 of Brad's slides
Steve DelBianco: (19:58) ICANN is currently drafting an RDAP pilot profile for tiered access. Expected end of July
fred felman: (20:03) lori has a question
Steve DelBianco: (20:03) Ah, I see Lori has hand up. Lori -- want me to suspend Rod to ask
your question now?
Lori Schulman: (20:05) Question <so does "full data set" require definition>
Bradley Silver: (20:06) Thanks Lori and Steve - important question, and response
Lori Schulman: (20:07) Yes, I think we should be defining "full data set"
fred felman: (20:07) the security discussion is in the annex on page 25
Ashley Heineman: (20:07) Agree, the doc should be clarified on that, since most folks
aren't participating in these conversations.
Lori Schulman: (20:07) And provide the legitimate purposes and basis.
Steve DelBianco: (20:08) Page 25, Annex C shows what Rod is discussing
Ozan Sahin: (20:10) Document has been unsynced. Everyone can scroll
Michael Palage: (20:17) Rod I am not aware of any contractual requirement in the RA or
RAA requiring logging, or logging Plus (credentials + purpose) in Temp Spec. Perhaps one
of the other CPH might comment on this?
Michael Palage: (20:17) Could anyone point out this existing contractual requirement
Fabricio Vayra: (20:18) Logging: See Section IV Procedures. Specifically IV B and IVE,
pages 10 and 12
fred felman: (20:18) Palage - is logging part of the rdap spec?
Michael Palage: (20:19) Rod is seeking to impose this obligation on CPH, but under the
current AAM the only fees would be the the accredenting body - so CPH must do for it free
Fabricio Vayra: (20:19) See also page 4, Would the AAM incorporate transparency
requirements? Accreditations for eligible entities will be subject to periodic review to
ensure they meet the access purpose criteria. Logging should allow analysis of access to
non-public WHOIS data to enable detection and mitigation of abuses and imposition of
penalties and other remedies for inappropriate use. Appeal mechanisms will be available in
the instance that a review results in de-accreditation
Kaydian Smith Newton: (20:30) <This may appear to be a simple question... forgive same...
however it is the GDPR which precludes imposing a requirement on all contracted parties,
that as a precursor to a domain registration you must have consent>
Kaydian Smith Newton: (20:30) one more question...
Kaydian Smith Newton: (20:30) ie... give consent to the release of your data
John Levine: (20:30) no, it is much more complex than that
Kaydian Smith Newton: (20:31) thank you!
Kaydian Smith Newton: (20:32) Yes it does!
David Piscitello: (20:36) Regarding "reasonable access", is there an intent to provide a minimum query volume per 24 hours? This could be empirically determined based on the number of domains per registry, and I imagine some operational security companies already know what this is.
Michael Palage: (20:37) Will do
Cyntia King: (20:40) Bye!
Kaydian Smith Newton: (20:40) bbye
Kaydian Smith Newton: (20:40) bye*